The fluency and continuity properties are very important in singing voice synthesis. In order to synthesize smooth and continuous singing voice, the Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based synthesis approach is employed to build our Mandarin singing voice synthesis system. The system is designed to generate Mandarin songs with arbitrary lyrics and melodies in a certain pitch range. We also build a singing voice database for system training and synthesis, which is designed based on the phonetic converge of Mandarin speech. In addition, the acoustic feature extraction using STRAIGHT algorithm is employed to generate satisfactory vocoded singing voices.
delta, and delta-delta. A five-state, left-to-right Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HSMM) was employed in which the spectral part of the state was modeled by a single diagonal Gaussian output distribution. The excitation stream was modeled with multi-space probability distributions HSMM (MSD-HSMM), each of which consists of a Gaussian distribution for "voiced" frames and a discrete distribution for "unvoiced" frames. We evaluate the nature of synthesized singing voice with the long duration model, and the result show that the system with long duration model obtained 62% preference higher than 38% for the system without long duration model. It shows that long duration model can actually improve the nature of phones with longer duration. Besides, the experimental results show that suitable question set definition can improve the quality and intelligibility of synthesized singing voice, and pitch-shift pseudo data and vibrato post-processing can successfully improve the quality and naturalness of the synthesized singing voice.
In conclusion, a corpus-based Mandarin singing voice synthesis system based on HMM framework was implemented in this paper. We defined the Mandarin synthesis models and the question set for model clustering and construction. In the context-dependent HMM, linguistic information and musical information are considered. Music information such as pitch, duration, is included to model the singing characteristics. Furthermore, we used three methods to refine our system, i.e. question set definition, pitch-shift pseudo data extension and vibrato post-processing. Experimental results show that our system can synthesize singing voice successfully and the refinements can actually improve the fluency and continuity of the proposed Mandarin singing voice synthesis system.
